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This paper is concerned with the spatially periodic Navier]Stokes equations in a
thin three-dimensional domain. It is shown that the classical solution exists globally
when the initial velocity u and the external force f are chosen in the set0
significantly larger than those presented in earlier works. What is more, it is shown
that these global solutions, which seem large in a function space, are small in
nature. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Historically, it has long been a problem in studying the global solutions
to the evolutionary Navier]Stokes equations in three-dimensional do-
w xmains from the viewpoint of pure mathematics. In his pioneering work 8 ,
Leray obtained the existence of a global weak solution in the absence of
regularity, or equivalently, uniqueness for an initial velocity. It is well
known that a small solution is regular for all time, and stability for a small
Ž w xsteady-state solution can also be obtained see, for example, 9, 1, 2 , and
x.references therein , whereas it is a hard and open problem whether or
w xnot a general solution develops singularity from smooth data. In 7, 18 ,
Ladyzhenskaya, Ukhovskii, and Iudovich obtained the global regularity of
axially symmetric solutions. They found that the axially symmetric sub-
space is flow invariant with respect to the Navier]Stokes equations, and
the three-dimensional problem reduced in this subspace becomes a two-
w xdimensional one. This idea was partially borrowed by Mahalov et al. 10
to give global regularity of helically symmetric solutions. Flow invariance
w xis also obtained in 3]6 for a special fluid motion governed by the
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Navier]Stokes equations satisfying spatially periodic boundary conditions.
With the use of the flow invariance structure, primary bifurcations for that
fluid motion are examined. In particular, the existence of large three-
dimensional time-dependent periodic solutions branching of a steady-state
solution was obtained and global regular solutions were also found to exit
Ž w x.around the time-dependent periodic solutions see 4 .
w xRecently, Raugel and Sell 11]14 proved the global existence of regular
solutions to the spatially periodic Navier]Stokes equations in a three-di-
mensional thin domain, when the given data are in a large set in a function
space.
The purpose of this paper is to present a further result of this problem.
w xIt is obtained that the datum set defined in 11]14 can be enlarged
significantly via a much simpler argument. In particular, we find that the
large solutions obtained therein become small solutions in a weaker norm
studied in the present paper.
Ž . Ž .Let Q be the two-dimensional domain 0, l = 0, l with l , l posi-2 1 2 1 2
tive, and let V with e ) 0 be the thin three-dimensional domain Q =e 2
Ž .0, e . We consider the viscous incompressible fluid motions governed by
the Navier]Stokes equations in V :e
› ur› tynDuqu ? =uq=p s f ,
1Ž .
=?u s 0,
associated with the periodic boundary condition
u t , 0, x , x s u t , l , x , x ,Ž . Ž .2 3 1 2 3
u t , x , 0, x s u t , x , l , x ,Ž . Ž .1 3 1 2 3 2Ž .
u t , x , x , 0 s u t , x , x , e .Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
Ž .Here = s the gradient › , › , › with › s ›r› x , D s the Laplacian1 2 3 i i
› 2 q › 2 q › 2, u and p represent, respectively, the unknown velocity and1 2 3
pressure, and f and n the external body force and the viscosity of the fluid
motion problem.
To ensure the uniqueness of the associated Stokes problem, we require
the additional average condition
u t , x , x , x dx dx dx s 0. 3Ž . Ž .H 1 2 3 1 2 3
Ve
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Let us adopt the following notation:
H 2 s the space u g L2 V ; R3 N Du g L2 V ; R3 , Ž . Ž .e e
= ? u s 0, u satisfies Eqs. 2 ] 3 ,Ž . Ž . 4
A s the positive operator y D with the domain D A s H 2 ,Ž .
‘ 2 4l , f s l , f g 0, ‘ = H N Af s l f ,Ž . Ž .k k k k k k kks1 ½
f ? f dx dx dx s d ,H k m 1 2 3 k m 5
Ve
H a s the Bessel potential space
‘ ‘
2 a 2
a5 5u s a f u ’ l a - ‘ a g R ,Ž .Ý ÝHk k k k½ 5
ks1 ks1
a 5 a 5 2 3 5 5 2 aA s the fractional power of A so that A u s u a g R ,Ž .L ŽV ; R . He
P s the orthogonal projection so that PuŽ . j
3
y1s d y › › A u j s 1, 2, 3 ,Ž .Ž .Ý i j i j i
is1
u , ¤ s u ? ¤ dx dx dx the inner product of L2 V ; R3 ,Ž . Ž .H 1 2 3 e
Ve
5 5 q 5 5 q n? s the L norm ? ,q L ŽV ; R .e
5 5 5 5 ‘ 2 3? s ? .2, ‘ L Ž0 , ‘ ; L ŽV ; R ..e
Moreover, C represents the constant defined by the Sobolev imbedding1
inequality
5 5 6 3 5 5 2 3 1u F C =u , u g H . 4Ž .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .1e e
Ž .It is important to note that the constant C is independent of e Eq. 4 is1
Ž .obtained by using Eq. 3 .
Without loss of generality we assume that
l G l G e , 0 - e - 1, l F l F l F ??? .1 2 1 2 3
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Thus by the Fourier expansion for u g H 1r2,
‘ ‘ 2 ip x 2 jp y 2kp z
u s a cos q qÝ Ý i , j , k ž /l l e1 2i , jsy‘ ks1
‘ ‘ 2 ip x 2 jp y 2kp z
q b sin q qÝ Ý i , j , k ž /l l e1 2i , jsy‘ ks1
‘ ‘ 2 ip x 2 jp y 2 ip x 2 jp y
q a cos q q b sin qÝ Ý i , j i , jž / ž /ž /l l l l1 2 1 2isy‘ js1
‘ 2 ip x 2 ip x
q a cos q b sin . 5Ž .Ý i iž /l l1 1is1
we may suppose that
4p 2
l s .1 2l1
The results on small solutions read as follows:
LEMMA 1.1. Let
u g H 1r2 and f g L‘ 0, ‘; Hy1r2Ž .0
such that
64C 312 23 1r4 y1r4 25 5 5 516C A u q A f - n .2 2, ‘1 0 2l n1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then Eqs. 1 ] 3 with u 0 s u admit a unique global solution0
1r2 ‘ 1r2 2 3r2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H. Ž . Ž .Ž . loc
and
3r2 5 1r4 54C A u t - n .Ž . 21
LEMMA 1.2. Let
8C 3r2 31y1 y1r2 25 5f g H and A f - n .21r2 2l
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Ž . Ž .Then the following stationary equation with respect to Eqs. 1 ] 3
Au q P u ? =u s f , u g H 1Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã
admit a unique solution u.Ã
Moreo¤er, if
1r2 3r2 5 1r4 5u g H and 4C A u y u - n ,Ž .Ã 20 1 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .then Eqs. 1 ] 3 with u 0 s u admit a unique solution0
1r2 ‘ 1r2 2 3r2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H. Ž . Ž .Ž . loc
satisfying the exponential stability condition
5 5 ytnl1 r4 5 5u t y u F e u y u .Ž . Ã Ã2 20
Ž . Ž .To compare with the investigations with respect to Eqs. 1 ] 3 in
w x11]14 , we follow the notation therein to introduce the operators J ande
M satisfying
e1
X XJ u x , x , x su x , x , e x , Mu x , x s u x , x , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .He 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3 3e 0
for u g H 1r2. We shall show Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2, respectively, in Sections
2 and 3. As a consequence of Lemma 1.1, the following large solution
result is to be given in Section 4.
THEOREM 1.1. Let
u g H 1 , f g L‘ 0, ‘; L2 V ; R3 and f dx dx dx s 0.Ž .Ž . H0 e 1 2 3
Ve
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then Eqs. 1 ] 3 with u 0 s u admit a unique global solution0
1 ‘ 1 2 2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H. Ž . Ž .Ž . loc
pro¤ided that
8C 3e 21 21r2 2 35 5J A I y M uŽ . L ŽV ; R .e 0 1p
32C 3e 21 2
‘ 2 35 5q J I y M PfŽ . L Ž0 , ‘ ; L ŽV ; R ..e 12pl n1
16C 3e 64C 3e1 12 21r2 22 3 ‘ 2 35 5 5 5q A Mu q MPf - n .L ŽQ ; R . L Ž0 , ‘ ; L ŽQ ; R ..0 2 21r2 3r2 2l l n1 1
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As an immediate consequence of Theorem 1.1, we obtain the main
w xresults of 12]14 , which can be stated in the following form:
Žw x w x.COROLLARY 1.1 12, Theorems A and 1 , 13, Theorems A and 1 . Let
h , i s 1, 2, 3, 4 be the bounded monotone functions and p , q , q , r thei 1 1 2
negati¤e constants satisfying the conditions
Ž .i 0 ) p ) y29r24, 0 ) q ) y5r12, 0 ) q ) y5r12, 0 ) r )1 1 2
y2,
Ž .ii there exist positi¤e constants a , b such thati i
a iy1b F h e F ylog e , i s 1, 2, 3, 4.Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . Ž .Then Eqs. 1 ] 3 with 0 - e - e for some e ) 0 ha¤e a unique solution0 0
1 ‘ 1 2 2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H with u 0 s u ,. Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . loc 0
pro¤ided that
u g H 1 , f g L‘ 0, ‘; L2 V ; R3 and f dx dx dx s 0,Ž .Ž . H0 e 1 2 3
Ve
5 5 2 2 3 q1 y2 5 5 2 ‘ 2 3 q2 y2=Mu F e h , MPf F e h ,L ŽV ; R . L Ž0 , ‘ ; L ŽV ; R ..0 1 21 1
5 5 2 2 3 p1 y2J = I y M u F e h ,Ž . L ŽV ; R .e 0 31
5 5 2 ‘ 2 3 r y2J I y M Pf F e h .Ž . L Ž0 , ‘ ; L ŽV ; R ..e 41
w xIt should be noted that this corollary, which is also given in 11 , is an
w ximproved version of 12, Theorems A and 1 .
Similar to the deduction of Theorem 1.1 from Lemma 1.1 to be given in
Section 4, one can deduce readily from Lemma 1.2 the stability of the
steady-state solution u in the space H 1. In particular, this observationÃ
implies that the compact attractors given in the earlier works are trivial. If
Ž . Ž .the f is independent of time t, the compact attractor of Eqs. 1 ] 3
consists only of the single element u.Ã
2. PROOF OF LEMMA 1.1
Ž . Ž .First, we give an equivalent form of Eqs. 1 ] 3 with n not involved. Set
u u f
t* s n t , u* s , p* s , f * s .2 2n n n
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Ž . Ž .Equations 1 ] 3 become
› u*r› t* y Du* q u* ? =u* q =p* s f *,
= ? u* s 0,
u* dx dx dx s 0.H 1 2 3
Ve
For simplicity, we omit the ``).'' Thus by using the projection operator P,
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 1 ] 3 become
› ur› t q Au q P u ? =u s f , u t g H 1r2 6Ž . Ž . Ž .
with the velocity satisfying the initial condition
u 0 s u . 7Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Ž .Second, we define a sequence of approximate solutions to Eqs. 6 ] 7
via the Galerkin procedure. For each m we define an approximate
Ž . Ž .solution u of Eqs. 6 ] 7 by the following nonlinear ordinary differentialm
system, n s 1, . . . , m:
m
 4u t s a t f g span f , . . . , f , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým nm n 1 m
ns1
d
1r2 1r2u t , f q A u t , A f q u t ? =u t , fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m n m n m m nž /dt
s f t , f , 9Ž . Ž .Ž .n
m
u 0 s f , u f 10Ž . Ž . Ž .Ým n 0 n
ns1
Ž .The unique existence for u t or the unique existence of the continuousm
Žfunctions a for all t ) 0 is simple see, for example, the proof ofnm
w x.15, Theorem 3.3.1 .
Third, we show that
3r2 5 1r4 54C A u t - 1, t ) 0,Ž . 2, ‘1 m
whenever
642 21r4 y1r4 y35 5 5 516 A u q A f - C . 11Ž .2 2, ‘0 1l1
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On the contrary, we suppose that there exists a constant t ) 0 satisfying
3r2 5 1r4 5 3r2 5 1r4 54C A u t s 1, 4C A u s - 1 0 F s - tŽ . Ž . Ž .2 21 m 1 m
12Ž .
Ž .By Eq. 4 ,
5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5 1¤ F C =u s C A u , u g H .6 2 21 1
w xFrom 17, Theorem 3.3.6 , it is readily seen that
2 3 6 3 3 3 0 1 1r2w xL V ; R , L V ; R s L V ; R , H , H s H ,Ž . Ž . Ž . 1r2e « e1r2
w x Ž w x.where ?, ? denotes the complex interpolation functor see 16, 17 . Theu
Ž w x.complex interpolation property see 16, Theorem 1.9.3 gives the Sobolev
imbedding inequality
5 5 1r2 5 1r4 5 1r2u F C A u , u g H . 13Ž .3 21
Ž .We now use Eq. 13 to reach the desired assertion. Since
5 5 2 5 1r2 5 2 1l u F A u , u g H , 14Ž .2 21
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .it follows from Eqs. 8 ] 9 , 12 ] 13 that for 0 - s - t,
d
1r22 u s , A u sŽ . Ž .m mž /dt
s y2 A3r4 u s , A3r4 u s y 2 u s ? =u s , A1r2 u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m m m m
q2 f s , A1r2 u sŽ . Ž .Ž .m
5 3r4 5 2 5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5F y2 A u s q 2 u s =u s A u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 3 3m m m m
5 y1r4 5 5 3r4 5q2 A f s A u sŽ . Ž .2 2m
5 3r4 5 2 3r2 5 1r4 5 5 1r4 5 5 3r4 5F y A u s q 2C A u s A =u s A u sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2m 1 m m m
5 y1r4 5 2q A f sŽ . 2
5 3r4 5 2 3r2 5 1r4 5 5 3r4 5 2s y A u s q 2C A u s A u sŽ . Ž . Ž .2 2 2m 1 m m
5 y1r4 5 2q A f sŽ . 2
1 2 23r4 y1r45 5 5 5F y A u s q A f sŽ . Ž .2 2m2
l 11 2 2 21r4 3r4 y1r45 5 5 5 5 5F y A u s y A u s q A f s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2m m4 4
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where the fact A=u s =Au is used to obtainm m
5 5 1r2 5 1r4 5 1r2 5 3r4 5=u s F C A =u s s C A u s . 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 2 2m 1 m 1 m
Thus we have
d l 11 2 2 21r4 1r4 3r4 y1r45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5A u s q A u s q A u s F A f s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 2m m mdt 4 4
This yields
1 t2 21r4 yl Ž tys.r4 3r415 5 5 5A u t q e A u s ds 16Ž . Ž . Ž .2 H 2m m4 0
t2 2ytl r4 1r4 yŽ tys.l r4 y1r41 15 5 5 5F e A u 0 q e A f s dsŽ . Ž .2 H 2m
0
4 12 21r4 y1r4 y35 5 5 5F A u q A f - C . 17Ž .2 2, ‘0 1l 161
Ž .This contradicts to Eq. 12 , and thus we obtain
t2 23 1r4 3 yl Ž tys.r4 3r415 5 5 516C A u t q 4C e A u s ds F 1, t ) 0.Ž . Ž .2 H 21 m 1 m
0
18Ž .
Finally, we prove that u is convergent to a classical solution of Eqs.m
Ž . Ž . Ž .6 ] 7 . For any integer 1 F m - n, we see from Eq. 9 that for k s
1, . . . , n,
d d
1r2 1r2u t y u t , f q A u t y u t , A fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n m k n m kž /dt dt
q u t y u t ? =u t , f q u ? = u t y u t , fŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n m m k n n m k
s 0,
n
221r4 1r25 5A u 0 y u 0 s l u , f FŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý2n m k 0 k
ksmq1
21r2F l u , f “ 0 m “ ‘ .Ž . Ž .Ý k 0 k
k)m
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Ž . Ž .This together with Eqs. 13 and 18 implies
d 2 21r4 3r45 5 5 5A u t y u t q 2 A u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2m n n mdt
s y2 u t y u t ? =u t , A1r2 u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n m m n m
y2 u t ? = u t y u t , A1r2 u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .n n m n m
5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5F 2 u t y u t =u t A u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3 3 3n m m n m
5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5q2 u t = u t y u t A u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .3 3 3n n m n m
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 1r4 5F 2C A u t y u t A =u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 21 n m m
5 3r4 5= A u t y u tŽ . Ž .Ž . 2n m
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 1r4 5q2C A u t A = u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 21 n n m
5 3r4 5= A u t y u tŽ . Ž .Ž . 2n m
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 3r4 5s 2C A u t y u t A u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 21 n m m
5 3r4 5= A u t y u tŽ . Ž .Ž . 2n m
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 3r4 5 2q2C A u t A u t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 21 n n m
3 5 1r4 5 2 5 3r4 5 2F C A u t y u t A u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 21 n m m
3 23r45 5q A u t y u t ,Ž . Ž .Ž . 2n m2
Ž .and so, by Eq. 18 ,
1 t2 21r4 yŽ tys.l r4 3r415 5 5 5A u t y u t q e A u s y u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 H 2m n n m4 0
t 2 23 yŽ tys.l r4 1r4 3r41 5 5 5 5F C e A u s y u s A u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 2 21 n m m
0
yt l1 r4 5 1r4 5 2q e A u 0 y u 0Ž . Ž .Ž . 2n m
t2 23 1r4 yŽ tys.l r4 3r41‘ 2 35 5 5 5F C A u y u e A u s dsŽ . Ž .L Ž0 , t ; L ŽV ; R ..H 21 n m me
0
5 1r4 5 2q A u 0 y u 0Ž . Ž .Ž . 2n m
1 2 21r4 1r4
‘ 2 35 5 5 5F A u y u q A u 0 y u 0 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Ž0 , t ; L ŽV ; R .. 2n m n me4
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and hence
t2 21r4 yŽ tys.l r4 3r415 5 5 53 A u t y u t q e A u s y u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 H 2m n n m
0
5 1r4 5 2F 4 A u 0 y u 0 . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2n m
This implies the unique existence of
1r2 ‘ 1r2 2 3r2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H. Ž . Ž .Ž . loc
so that
t2 21r4 3r45 5 5 5A u y u q A u s y u s ds “ 0 m “ ‘ .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž2, ‘ H 2m m
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Obviously, u is a weak solution of Eqs. 6 ] 7 , and the proof of Eq. 19
Ž . Ž .implies that u is a unique solution of Eqs. 6 ] 7 . Thus u is a classical
Ž . Ž .solution of Eqs. 6 ] 7 . The proof is complete.
3. PROOF OF LEMMA 1.2
In order to deduce the existence of the steady-state solutions, we set the
map T so that
Tu s yAy1P u ? =u q Ay1 f , u g H 1r2 .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . 1r2By Eqs. 4 , 13 , and 14 , we see that for u, u9 g H ,
5 1r2 5 5 y1r2 5 5 y1r2 5A Tu F A u ? =u q A fŽ .2 2 2
5 5 5 y1r2 5F u m u q A f2 2
5 5 5 5 5 y1r2 5F u u q A f6 3 2
3r2 5 1r2 5 5 1r4 5 5 y1r2 5F C A u A u q A f2 2 21
C 3r21 21r2 y1r25 5 5 5F A u q A f ,2 21r2l1
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and furthermore,
5 1r2 5 5 y1r2 5A Tu y Tu9 F A u y u9 ? =uŽ . Ž .Ž .2 2
5 y1r2 5q A u9 ? = u y u9Ž . 2
5 5 5 5F u y u9 m u q u9 m u y u9Ž . Ž .2 2
5 5 5 5 5 5F u q u9 u y u9Ž .3 3 6
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 1r4 5 5 1r2 5F C A u q A u9 A u y u9Ž .Ž .2 2 21
C 3r21 1r2 1r2 1r25 5 5 5 5 5F A u q A u9 A u y u9 .Ž .Ž .2 2 21r2l1
 1r2 3r2 5 1r2 5 1r24Hence T is a contraction mapping u g H N 4C A u F l21 1
into itself. From the contraction mapping principle it follows that the
stationary Navier]Stokes equation
Au q P u ? =u s f , u g H 1r2 20Ž . Ž .Ã Ã Ã Ã
admits a unique solution u g H 1r2 provided thatÃ
3
3r2 y1r2 1r25 54C A f F l .21 14
To consider the stability of u, we setÃ
m
w t s u t y f , u f ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃÝm m n n
ns1
Ž . Ž . Ž .where u t is the approximate solution of Eqs. 6 ] 7 defined by Eqs.m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .8 ] 10 . By Eq. 20 , w t satisfies the following nonlinear ordinarym
differential system, n s 1, . . . , m:
›
1r2 1r2w t , f q A w t , A fŽ . Ž .Ž .m n m nž /› t
s y w t ? =w t , f y u ? =w t , fŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ãm m n m n
21Ž .
y w t ? =u , f ,Ž .Ž .Ãm n
m
w 0 s f , u y u f .Ž . Ž .ÃÝm n 0 n
ns1
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By Eq. 4 , 13 , 14 , and 21 , we see that
1 d 2 21r4 3r45 5 5 5A w q A w2 2m m2 dt
s y w ? =w , A1r2 w y u ? =w , A1r2 w y w ? =u , A1r2 wÃ ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .m m m m m m m
5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5 5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5F u y u =w A w q u =w A wÃ Ã3 3 3 3 3 3m m m m
5 5 5 5 5 1r2 5q u y u =u A wÃ Ã6 2 3m
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 3r4 5 2 3r2 5 1r4 5 5 3r4 5 2F C A w A w q C A u A wÃ2 2 2 21 m m 1 m
3r2 5 1r2 5 5 1r2 5 5 3r4 5q C A w A u A wÃ2 2 21 m m
2C 3r212 23r2 1r4 3r4 1r2 3r45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C A w A w q A u A wÃ2 2 2 21 m m m1r2l1
12 23r2 1r4 3r4 3r45 5 5 5 5 5F C A w A w q A w ,2 2 21 m m m2
that is,
d 2 2 21r4 3r4 3r2 1r4 3r45 5 5 5 5 5 5 5A w q A w F 2C A w A w .2 2 2 2m m 1 m mdt
Hence the proof of Lemma 1.1 implies
1 t2 2 21r4 3r4 ytl r4 1r415 5 5 5 5 5A w t q A w s ds F e A u y uŽ . Ž . Ž .Ã2 H 2 2m m 02 0
and the existence of
1r2 ‘ 1r2 2 3r2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H. Ž . Ž .Ž . loc
so that
t2 21r4 3r45 5 5 5A w t y u t q u q A w s y u s q u ds “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ã2 H 2m m
0
m “ ‘Ž .
provided that
3r2 5 1r4 54C A u y u F 1.Ž .Ã 21 0
Ž . Ž .Obviously, u is a classical solution of Eqs. 6 ] 7 . We thus obtain the
exponential stability
5 1r4 5 2 ytl1 r4 5 1r4 5 2A u t y u F e A u y u .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã Ã2 20
The proof is complete.
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let us prove that the datum set of Theorem 1.1 is contained in the small
datum set of Lemma 1.1.
Ž . 1r2Note that the Fourier expansion presented in Eq. 5 yields for u g H ,
‘ ‘ 2 ip x 2 jp y 2 ip x 2 jp y
Mu s a cos q q b sin qÝ Ý i , j i , jž / ž /ž /l l l l1 2 1 2isy‘ js1
‘ 2 ip x 2 ip x
q a cos q b sin ,Ý i iž /l l1 1is1
‘ ‘ 2 ip x 2 jp y 2kp z
I y M u s a cos q qŽ . Ý Ý i , j , k ž /l l e1 2i , jsy‘ ks1
‘ ‘ 2 ip x 2 jp y 2kp z
q b sin q q ,Ý Ý i , j , k ž /l l e1 2i , jsy‘ ks1
and so
12 21r4 1r22 3 2 35 5 5 5A Mu F A Mu ,L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .e e1r2l1
e2 21r4 1r22 3 2 35 5 5 5A I y M u F A I y M u .Ž . Ž .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .e e2p
Let the data u and f be given in Theorem 1.1. Using the notation in0
Ž .beginning of Section 2, we have, by Eq. 14 ,
42 21r4 y1r42 3 2 35 5 5 5A u q A f tŽ .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .0 e el1
42 21r4 y1r42 3 2 35 5 5 5s A Mu q A Mf tŽ .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .0 e el1
42 21r4 y1r42 3 2 35 5 5 5q A I y M u q A I y M f tŽ . Ž . Ž .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .0 e el1
1 42 21r2 2 3 2 35 5 5 5F A Mu q Mf tŽ .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .0 e e1r2 3r2l l1
e 2e2 21r2 2 3 2 35 5 5 5q A I y M u q I y M f tŽ . Ž . Ž .L ŽV ; R . L ŽV ; R .0 e e2p pl1
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e 4e2 21r2 2 3 2 35 5 5 5s A Mu q Mf tŽ .L ŽQ ; R . L ŽQ ; R .0 2 21r2 3r2l l1 1
e 2 21r2 2 35 5q J A I y M uŽ . L ŽV ; R .e 0 12p
2e 2 2
2 35 5q J I y M f tŽ . Ž . L ŽV ; R .e 1pl1
1
y3F C .116
Ž . Ž .By Lemma 1.1, we see that Eqs. 6 ] 7 admit a unique global solution
1r2 ‘ 1r2 2 3r2u g C 0, ‘ ; H l L 0, ‘; H l L 0, ‘; H ,. Ž . Ž .Ž . loc
3r2 5 1r4 54C A u t F 1. 22Ž . Ž .21
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.By the existence of local solutions to Eqs. 6 ] 7 see, for example, 15 ,
we see that
1 ‘ 1 2 2u g C 0, t ; H l L 0, t ; H l L 0, t ; H 23. Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 loc 1
w . Ž . Ž . Ž .where 0, t ) 0 denotes maximal interval, on which Eqs. 6 ] 7 and 231
make sense.
Thus it remains to show t s ‘. Indeed, for 0 - t - t with t - ‘,1 1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .using Eq. 22 and taking the inner product of Eq. 6 with Au t yield, by
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 4 and 13 ,
d 2 21r25 5 5 5A u t q 2 Au tŽ . Ž .2 2dt
s 2 u t ? =u t , Au t q 2 f t , Au tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F u t =u t Au t q f t Au tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 6 2 2 2
3r2 5 1r4 5 5 5 2 5 5 5 5F 2C A u t Au t q 2 f t Au tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2 21
3 2 25 5 5 5F Au t q f t .Ž . Ž .2 22
w .Integrating over the interval 0, t gives1
1 t t1 12 2 2 21r2 1r25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5A u t q Au t dt F A u q f t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .2 H 2 2 H 21 02 0 0
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and thus, by the local extension procedure, there exists a constant t ) t2 1
so that the solution
1 ‘ 1 2 2u g C 0, t ; H l L 0, t ; H l L 0, t ; H. Ž . Ž .Ž .2 2 loc 2
w .This contradicts the assumption that the interval 0, t is the maximal.1
Hence we obtain the desired assertion and complete the proof.
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